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Objectives 
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Use the basic concept of Query in Core-CT.   
 
Utilize Core-CT functionality to maximize your 
efficiency. 
 
We will review the following topics: 

 Overview (Data Architecture) 
 EPM Job Aids 
 Query Manager Tool and Data Dictionary  
 Running an Existing Query and Viewing Results 
 Defining Query Criteria 
 Modifying an Existing Query 
 Creating a New Query 
 Advanced Query Options 
 Maintaining a Query  
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Overview 
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Query is an end user reporting tool which allows 

you to specify and extract the precise information 

that you want to retrieve from Core-CT and use it 

for many purposes 

 

You can use queries in the following ways: 

To display data  

To download query results to an Excel 

spreadsheet to further manipulate the data 
 



EPM Job Aids 
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Job Aids are available to reinforce the 

information introduced in this course.  Job Aids 

summarize key information and outline critical 

processes in Core-CT.  

 

 General Job Aids 

 Module Specific Job Aids 

 Reporting Job Aids 

Welcome 



EPM Job Aids 
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EPM Job Aids 
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http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/Default.htm
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/Default.htm
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/aboutus.html
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/help.html
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/contact.html
https://corect.ct.gov/PEPRD/signon.html
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/selfservice/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/hr/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/financials/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/epm/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/security/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/training/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/listserv/dailymail.html
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/stars/
http://www.osc.ct.gov/
http://das.ct.gov/mp1.aspx?page=9
https://voterregistration.ct.gov/OLVR/
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/hr/human_resources/hr_jobaids.htm
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/hr/payroll/payroll_jobaids.htm
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/hr/time_and_labor/tl_jobaids.htm
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/hr/benefits/ben_jobaids.htm
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/financial.asp
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/finchoosing.asp
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/xls/fin_report_summary.xls
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/running.asp
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/financials/glossary/Core-CT_fin_glossary.xls
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/financials/glossary/Core-CT_fin_glossary.xls
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/financials/glossary/Core-CT_fin_glossary.xls
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/epm.asp
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/epmchoosing.asp
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/xls/epm_query_summary.xls
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/epm/jobaids/default.htm
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/docs/reporting_mstr.doc
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/pdf/core_tips_tricks.pdf
http://www.core-ct.state.ct.us/reports/types.asp


Query Manager Tool 
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Query Manager Tool 
 

 Field: Single piece of data 
 

 Table: Collection of data fields arranged in columns 

and rows 
 

 Staging Tables:  Copies of the HRMS and Financial 

transactional tables 
 

 Reporting Tables: Denormalized Tables 
 

 Denormalize:  The process of pulling information 

stored in separate tables together into one table. 

9 



Data Dictionary 
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The Data Dictionary: 
 
 Provides you with information about the fields that 

make up the EPM Reporting Tables 
 

 Provides you with all the EPM tables that exist in 
Core-CT and all the fields that make up those tables 
 

 This dictionary enables you to look up tables, field 
names and descriptions of fields that you may be 
unfamiliar with in Core-CT 

 



Data Dictionary 
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javascript:ptCommonObj2.expandSearchCriteria(document.win0, false);
javascript: submitAction_win0(document.win0,'#ICBasicSearch');
javascript: submitAction_win0(document.win0,'#ICSaveSearch');
javascript:submitAction_win0(document.win0,'#ICSwitchMode');


Running an Existing Query 
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Core-CT Navigation  

CT_CORE_HR_POSNS_ALL_BY_DEPT 

javascript:submitAction_win0(document.win0,'QRYSELECT_WRK_QRYNEW');
javascript:submitAction_win0(document.win0,'QRYSELECT_WRK_QRYADVSEARCH');


Running an Existing Query 
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Run to HTML or Excel 



Modifying an Existing Query 
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Adding/Deleting Fields 



Modifying an Existing Query  
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Defining Query Criteria  
 
Selection criteria enables you to selectively retrieve only 
the data you want 
 
Refines your query by specifying conditions that the 
retrieved data must meet 

 
Serves as a test that Core-CT applies to each row of data 
in the table that you are querying  

 

 If a row passes, Core-CT retrieves it 

 If a row does not pass, Core-CT does not retrieve it 

 



Modifying an Existing Query 
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Effective Date Criteria 
 
The Effective Date (EFFDT) field provides a historical 
and future perspective, allowing you to see how the data 
has changed over time 

 

 When you add a row of data to an effective dated table, 
you specify the date on which the data becomes 
effective 

 

 When you change a row of data, CORE-CT generates 
a new effective date and retains the previous version of 
the row as history 

 

 Please note that you can only specify effective dated 
criteria for tables that contain the EFFDT field 



Modifying an Existing Query 
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Editing Criteria and Prompt 



Modifying an Existing Query 
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Key Fields 



Creating A New Query 
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Creating your own queries enables you to select the 
tables that you want to execute the query from and 
tailor the fields so that only the data you want displays 

 
The steps involved in creating a simple query include: 

 Selecting records 

 Adding fields 

 Editing field properties 

 Editing query properties 
 

A more complex query may also include: 

 Defining selection criteria 

 Creating joins 



Creating A New Query 
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Keypoints 
 
When creating a query, please note the following: 

 

 You can extract precise information using visual representations 
of your Core-CT database, without writing Structured Query 
Language (SQL) statements 

 

 If you click the Save button without first completing the 
Properties page, a dialog box displays prompting you to type 
the Query Name, Description, and Owner fields 

 

 Once you set up a query, you have many options to format, 
output and save the query. You can also set the query criteria 

 

 Core-CT allows you to run and/or create ad-hoc queries through 
the web browser, and download results to Microsoft Excel 

 

 



Creating A New Query 
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View SQL Tab 



Advanced Query Options 
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Joins 
 
Core-CT enables you to create queries that include 
data from multiple tables 
 

 Retrieve data from more than one table, presenting the data as if it 
came from one table  

 Define relationships among fields when you query the records 
 
You can create a join between two records by: 

 

 Selecting your initial base record 

 Defining its output fields and associated criteria 

 Returning to the Records page to select the second record and join 
the keys 



Advanced Query Options 
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Aggregate Functions 
 

You can apply the following aggregate functions to 

a field: 
 

 Sum – Adds the numerical values from each row and 

displays the total 

 Count – Counts the number of rows 

 Min – Checks the value from each row and returns the 

lowest one 

 Max – Checks the value from each row and returns the 

highest one 

 Average – Adds the values from each row and divides the 

result by the number of rows  

Advanced Query Options 



Query Maintenance  
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 Scheduling a Query 

 

 Use of Folders and Favorites 

 

 Deleting a Query 

 

 Copying a Query to another User 



Query Maintenance 
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Query Naming Standards 

Core-Ct Delivered Queries:  
CT_CORE_MODULE_FUNCTION_QNAME 

Example:  CT_CORE_HR_POSN_ACTIVITY 

Agency Public Queries: 
CT_AGENCYACRONYM_MODULE_FUNCTION_QNAME 

Example:  CT_APA_HR_EMP_CHANGES 

Private Queries:  
USER’S_INITIAL_AGENCYACRONYM_MODULE_FUNCTION_

QNAME 

Example:  JKR_APA_HR_EMP_CHANGES 



Conclusion 
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Wrapping up the Query course: 

Summary of completed course objective 

 Overview (Data Architecture) 

 EPM Job Aids 

 Query Manager Tool and Data Dictionary 

 Running an Existing Query and Viewing Results 

 Defining Query Criteria 

 Modifying an Existing Query 

 Creating a New Query 

 Advanced Query Options 

 Maintaining a Query  

Complete the course evaluation forms 



Questions? 
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CORE-CT EPM Contacts: 

 

Core-CT Help Desk 

Core.support@ct.gov 

 

 

Jeanne Germain, (860) 622-2577  

jeanne.germain@ct.gov 

  


